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The largest mining simulator Rollercoin celebrates its 5th
Anniversary with exciting rewards and activities
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Join Rollercoin's 5th Anniversary celebration and win amazing rewards. Visit Rollercoin to

get started and experience the thrill of virtual Bitcoin mining while having fun, learning

crypto mining skills, and getting rewards.

As the leading and the oldest giant in mining simulators, Rollercoin revolutionizes the

gaming landscape with its immersive online Bitcoin mining game. Rollercoin's 5th

Anniversary month-long celebrations are set to captivate millions of players with exciting

activities and generous rewards! Players can join the project's birthday and stand a

chance to win exclusive merch packs, referral rewards, and various miners, including

Afterparty and Icarus.

With a global player base of over 3.5 million users, Rollercoin Bitcoin mining simulator

offers a rewarding and educational experience in the world of crypto mining. The game’s

market share is 10 times larger than its competitors, making it a preferred choice for

crypto enthusiasts and gamers! Online virtual Bitcoin mining game allows players to

compete against friends in mining Bitcoins. The game features a unique blend of

entertaining mini-games, a global mining pool, and the opportunity to receive real crypto

rewards.

Rollercoin Free-to-Play game is giving away rewards like never before, so take your

chance to grab more. Join an extraordinary month of activities, amusements, and

unparalleled rewards that will leave players in awe.

During Rollercoin Birthday Events, players can�

 

Take part in the project's birthday celebration

Win Merch Pack

Win miners, including Afterparty, Icarus, etc.
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Get referral rewards: top-10 winners will get crypto!

Become the most active user and receive an additional prize.

Event schedule:

Week 1: Bitcoin Pizza Week Bitcoin Pizza Week Art Contest where users can showcase

artistic skills in a contest for the best Rollercoin avatar and get rewards.

Week 2: AMA Session + Party Events. Two weeks of amazing events where you users will

receive rewards daily by crafting special miners in Craft Hard Event and completing

exciting Event Quests!

Week 3: RollerBirthday Quiz. The third week is Rollercoin Quiz week. Every day during

the week, players will be challenged with tricky questions on Twitter and Discord about

Rollercoin to get rewarded for that.

After all, on May 31st, the main Big Rollercoin Birthday Party will start and brings even

more fun and rewards.

Ultimately, the TOP-3 players with the most referrals gathered during the Contest will

receive an incredible prize set of miners and merch!

What is Rollercoin

Rollercoin game is an online virtual Bitcoin mining game that allows players to get

crypto skills, compete against friends in mining Bitcoins, and build an empire with real

crypto rewards. Innovative game mechanics provide players with a perfect balance

between entertainment and learning — getting rewards while playing games and having

fun.

With its seamless browser-based gameplay, one of the oldest crypto games Rollercoin

allows players to engage in the game across various devices without the need for

downloads. The worldwide community of Rollercoin has grown rapidly since its inception

in 2018, with a staggering 3.5 million players and 440,000 active community members. The

platform's monthly player count of 1.5 million demonstrates its exceptional popularity

and distinguishes it from other gaming platforms.

Players can build and develop their own mining data center, upgrade settings to

enhance mining power and collect miners to boost their performance. The game

features a global mining pool, where the power of each player is combined, and block

rewards are distributed based on individual mining power, emulating the dynamics of

real-world crypto mining.
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Moreover, the game offers multi-mining opportunities for various cryptos, including BTC,

ETH, DOGE, MATIC, BNB, Sol, TRON, Shiba, BUSD, USDT, and LTC. Also, Rollercoin

provides instant withdrawals.

Rollercoin offers a diverse range of addictive mini-games. These games provide an

enjoyable experience while earning additional mining power. By completing Daily and

Weekly Quests and easy tasks, players are getting opportunities to receive more rewards

and learn about crypto mining.

Adding to its attractive features, Rollercoin also offers a referral program. Players can

invite their friends to join the Rollercoin universe and, in turn, get a percentage of their in-

game earnings: 25% from referrals’ profit and 15% from in-game purchases.
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